Press Release

Climate Week in Roth County / Germany
sustainability for companies

–

FATH

shows

operational

FATH GmbH opened its doors to interested visitors on 07.06.2019 and showed them that
sustainability is an important part of the company philosophy. During a tour, Wido Fath,
Managing Director of FATH GmbH, explained the measures taken to promote sustainability at
individual stations.

Germany - Spalt 19.06.2019 – During a company tour Wido Fath showed that the company
FATH GmbH Components pays attention to sustainability since the construction of the production site in
Spalt. When the company moved into a wood building in the Hügelmühle industrial park in 1999, which
was planned according to criteria of building biology, this was the beginning of a continuous
development towards more and more sustainability for the manufacturer of engineering components.
Today, FATH operates an efficient combined heat and power plant, the lighting in the company
buildings has been converted to LEDs and the company purchases 100 percent green electricity if the
energy generated by photovoltaic systems on the roofs of the company buildings and carports is
insufficient. In addition, the waste heat from the machines is used for heating and hot water
production. In particular, the new automatic logistics center offers substantial energy savings, which
Wido Fath explained to the participants on site in a comparison of old and new storage systems.
“Reducing waste is our big goal – be it in terms of land consumption, energy consumption, material
processing or transportation,” says Wido Fath. It is therefore not surprising that the new
KfW Efficiency Building, which FATH recently moved into, exceeds the statutory minimum requirements.
In order to bring sustainability closer the employees at headquarters in Spalt, does FATH offer the
opportunity to lease e-bikes as part of a 'Jobrad' program. Additionally, employees' e-vehicles can be
charged for free at the photovoltaic carports on site.
The next step will be to provide employees with a garden area where they can grow their own
vegetables. The example of FATH GmbH in Spalt shows what is possible operationally if the company
management is committed to sustainability and climate protection. "Our motivation is to always be a bit
better," says Wido Fath at the end of the event.
Further information at press@fath.net

FATH is an international group of companies with headquarters in Spalt, Germany and around 330 employees
worldwide. The company specializes in developing, manufacturing and selling of components for mechanical
engineering. The group has locations in Germany, the PR China, the USA, Hungary, Great Britain and
the Netherlands (www.fath.net).
Climate Week 2019 in the District of Roth / Germany
Climate change is already clearly noticeable and measurable and affects all of us. Protecting the climate is
therefore the responsibility of all. Already in the past years the Climate Week presented itself in the
District of Roth with a varied program. From 02 to 10 June 2019, the Climate Week was once again holding various
activities this year to get involved, watch and listen. It was organized by the Roth District Office,
Climate Protection Division (www.landratsamt-roth.de/klimaschutz).

